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What a year 2020 has turned out to be! Looking forward into the unknown was daunting,
navigating the changes and quickly adapting to minimise the COVID virus impact. Schools
have had to change; parents were not allowed on the school grounds. But now, looking back, I
am so proud of our schools and how the Broken Bay Catholic Schools have navigated this
crisis!
Term one was a busy time of the year, we started the year as usual planning activities for the
year ahead, facilitating well attended, in-person, cluster based P&F induction workshops.
March came and COVID restrictions meant we had to adjust to new ways of connecting to
parents and running our events. We quickly learnt how to ZOOM. Unfortunately a number of
our major events, such as our annual Leadership Evening had to be cancelled for 2020.
We also supported parents with the transition to Home-Based Learning (HBL). Parents were
juggling working from home and supervising the school day. Teachers were busy adapting
lessons to technology, mindful of the family situation, limited resources and broadband.
During this time, the Catholic Schools Broken Bay (CSBB) Leadership team met regularly with
the Broken Bay Catholic School Parents (CSP) Management committee to discuss HBL
impacts and listen to parent experiences and perspective. During the term one semester
break there was a change of leadership and we welcomed the new Director of Schools –
Danny Casey. Danny was meeting with the CSP team weekly to discuss issues, ideas and the
direction of the Diocese during this time.
In term two Broken Bay Schools continued HBL, adapting and taking on board different and
clever technology to connect with their students and families. HBL also enabled parents to
more broadly engage in their child’s learning. By week six of term two, we were fortunate to be
able to transition back to face to face learning and complete all schooling onsite for the rest of
the year without any school closures in the Diocese.
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Broken Bay Catholic School Parents has been proud to support secondary school parents
with career discussions. We ran a series of career pathway videos with Kathryn Taylor
(Turning Point Consulting) and then school based Q&A sessions with parents, school
leadership teams and Kathryn. All sessions were successful and well attended and a great
example of responding to parent needs and developing home-school partnerships.
Our Parent Engagement and Sustainability Grants have been given to 25 schools. We look
forward to seeing these amazing projects and hope there is some inspiration for other
schools to participate next year.
Catholic Schools Broken Bay (CSBB) has a new strategic direction called Towards 2025.
Term two saw the launch of this strategy and the Director of Schools, Danny Casey, took the
time to attend all four CSP meetings in term three to present the Towards 2025 strategy to
parent representatives and listen to parent feedback and questions. During this difficult year,
the launch of CSBB’s generous COVID fee relief program and the Pastoral Outreach phone
call initiative has been well received by families. Thank you to the CSBB team for your
support and advice to our families during this difficult time.
Congratulations to our families with students who sat the HSC. COVID 19 presented many
challenges and changes for year 12 students, giving them a fresh perspective about the
importance of resilience and being able to adapt. I hope your child’s future is successful and
exciting.
We look forward to 2021, where hopefully we can meet more in person and host some great
events for the Broken Bay P&F and parent community.
I wish you all a blessed, safe and merry Christmas.
Necola Chisholm
Chair
Broken Bay Catholic School Parents
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Good News:
Expect to finish 2020 with just over $100,000. This leaves us with the ability to be able to put more
resources back into the community while still being able to cover general expenses until annual
funding received in April 2021.

Risks:
With COVID 19 having affected parents’ ability to pay fees and reduced income for the CSO, the
future year revenues from CSO based on enrolments and CSO model may impact the funding
which we receive. So therefore, will have to be wary of expenditure for the following year.
We thank the Catholic Schools Office for their ongoing support that gives the CSP access to
meeting rooms, technology, stationery and copying facilities.
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Every year the CSP management team, in consultation with CSP school representatives around the
Diocese, decides where funding should be spent to best support families. In 2020 it was agreed,
based on feedback, that there was a clear need in secondary schools to support parents around
career pathways for their children. It was also agreed that offering P&F’s and schools grant money to
support projects in their school community was a great way to support parent and community
engagement in schools.

CAREER CONVERSATIONS VIDEO SERIES AND Q&A
Secondary parents in Broken Bay provided feedback to Broken Bay Catholic School Parents informing
us that at times they felt overwhelmed and confused about where to start when having conversations
with their teenagers about subject selection, post school options and career pathways. Having worked
with Kathryn Taylor, Career Guidance expert, previously and knowing Kathryn’s extensive knowledge
in the area the CSP, in partnership with CSBB, engaged Kathryn to produce three videos for parents.
The purpose of these videos was to provide parents with the information needed to increase their
understanding and engage their children in meaningful discussions around these topics. The videos
included:
Guiding Your Child Through Subject Selection – This video provides parents with the tools to
have conversations with their children about subject selections which is the beginning of their
career pathways journey.
How to Engage Your Child in Career Discussions – This video provides tips and suggestions to
support parents in connecting with their child through conversation about careers.
Post School Options – Career Pathways – This video provides parents with all the post school
options available to be able to have the conversation with their child about what their next steps
after school could be.
The three videos were sent to all secondary schools in Broken Bay to share with their parents. All
secondary schools were then offered a grant from the CSP to host a Careers Q&A for their parents
with Kathryn Taylor, knowing that many parents might have further questions. Seven of the schools
accepted the grant offer and hosted Q&A’s via Zoom with their parents. Over 270 parents around the
Diocese attended these Q&A’s with lots of interesting and varied questions being asked and
answered. Schools were responsive and keen to work together with Kathryn to support their parents.
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CAREERS PROJECT FEEDBACK
Kathryn Taylor Feedback:
"I’m so grateful to the feedback shared and the questions raised during each discussion,
additionally your fabulous staff were open and kind in allowing me to contribute to their fields
in the spirit of assisting students and their families in making more informed decisions and
feeling more in control during a tumultuous year."
Principal Feedback:
"Very practical suggestions for parents starting these (at times) difficult conversations with
their teenage kids about their future and possible pathways. Hopefully this program will
continue for future years."
"Thank you for supporting our parents through this difficult process. Any help we can give
them helps the students."
Parent Feedback:
“The videos helped me start a conversation with my teen. Gave me tips on the language to
use and an understanding of how things are a bit different to when I went to school. I found
the videos extremely valuable.” Secondary Parent
“It enabled me to make the link with the style of communication that I need to utilise to have
an open and two-way conversation with my boys based on their personalities. I enjoyed the
Q&A linked in with my children’s school as it enabled me to see it in practice and hear expert
advice for how to go about it based on how my kid’s school works through career advice and
subject selection.” Secondary Parent
Thank you to Phil Cox, Education Officer - Secondary Vocational Learning & Curriculum, Mel
Timmerman - Leader of Community Partnership and Pathways - St Leo's, Shana Kuziow Leader of Community Partnership and Pathways - St Brigid's, Secondary Principals, Career
Advisors and school staff who worked closely with the CSP to deliver these videos and Q&A's
in order to support their parents and students.
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SECONDARY PARENT GROUP FOCUS
On the back of the career conversations project, it was determined that secondary parent teams would
benefit from having a focused secondary parent representative group. Parent engagement doesn’t
diminish in secondary school, it changes, but it is very important that parents are supported to continue to
be engaged in their child’s learning. From term two, we hosted separate secondary cluster meetings,
and this has been well received by parent representatives. We have a great group of secondary parents
representing every secondary school in the Diocese who are keen to establish or grow their parent
communities. We will continue working with our secondary group and schools in 2021 to continue to
strengthen their communities and through consultation, develop effective parent engagement processes
for secondary schools.

SUSTAINABILITY AND PARENT ENGAGEMENT
GRANT PROJECT
Two objectives of the Broken Bay Catholic School Parents are to:
Promote and support respectful & trusting parent / school partnerships for the benefit of children’s
education, faith development and wellbeing.
Support P&F / Parent Teams /School Advisory Bodies to strengthen the participation, involvement
and engagement of their parent community.
Based on these objectives to strengthen community participation and engagement it was decided to
support school based projects that bring together community with a focus on sustainability or parent
engagement. Each school was offered a grant of up to $300 to go towards a sustainability or parent
engagement project agreed upon by the school, parents and students.
We were very impressed with the varied, thoughtful projects that school communities were undertaking.
25 schools applied for the grant and all applications were successful. Here are some of those projects:
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SUSTAINABILITY AND PARENT ENGAGEMENT GRANT
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St Joseph's Worm Farm: St Joseph’s has used the grant money to get
two worm farms up and running! Students all around the school are
involved by composting their crunch and sip food scraps and the Year 5
students move their scraps into the worm farm. The worm farm has then
provided us with rich soil and worm juice to help our new herbs grow.

St Thomas' Beeswax Wraps: Jenny and the Environment Team have
been making beeswax wraps as an alternative to single use plastics such
as cling wrap. The wraps can be used many, many times if cleaned
properly, before being composted. The team aims to supply every student
in the school with a wrap to use in their lunchbox, as a sandwich wrap or
snack pouch.

Wicking Bed Garden, OLGC: This wicking bed helps
students learn about the sustainable use of water in line with
Laudato Si. Through this project, the OLGC Catholic
community wants to use our experience and talents to live out
the vision Pope Francis puts forward for an ecological
conversion towards sustainability and justice, and to instil this
legacy in the next generation.
Kindy Fairy Garden, St Agatha’s: This has been an
extremely disruptive year for our kindy and giving them a
special garden to return to invests in their genuine sense of
magic and security.
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St John's Narraweena: At St. John’s we knew from past waste
audits that a large amount of single use soft plastic was going into
our landfill bins, so our grant paid for the purchase of a designated
soft plastic recycling bin that now sits outside the door to the
playground. It has dramatically reduced the amount of landfill
waste the school produces.
Our thanks to the CSO and CSP for making this possible!
St Kieran’s Street Library: Thank you to the Broken Bay
Catholic School Parents for the sustainability grant which has
assisted with the purchase of the library. We pride ourselves in
educating our students the importance of sustainability and
believe a street library is a great example of how small steps can
contribute to a big change!
Silkie Chicken House, SJB Woy Woy: Our silkie chickens are
very eggcited about their new home which provides more space
and safer access for collecting eggs!
Trivia Night, Holy Family: We wanted to engage our families in
a difficult year when we can’t get together in-person. This grant
provided us with a renewed sense of community.
OLR Wyoming - Vegetable Garden: We appreciate the support
shown and the grant as it gave us a huge starting point after a
chaotic year. Without the parent and wider community support we
would not have these opportunities and can’t explain what it means
for the students to be so actively involved in their positive choices
and the impact they are having.
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Looking back over 2020 and the CSP Cluster meetings I began to write down some words that I feel describe
what was achieved. Words like partnerships, open communication, a chain, innovative, vent, kept going,
zoom, voices, broaden our reach, empathy, feedback and engaged. There are many more and I’m sure you
can all add some of your own. It has been a beyond interesting year for school parents this year moving from
the old norm to the COVID norm and now in the haze of what are we doing norm. However, through it all, we
have found innovative ways to continue on.
A refresh of P&Fs 101 to learn or revisit how to support their parent community was where Term 1s cluster
meeting began, in person! Do we even remember what that looks like? From here we moved to the new world
of ZOOMs and with it came challenges and opportunities. Challenging to work out the social norms of zoom
meetings, mute your mic, don’t eat on screen, unmute your mic when talking, raise your hand (where is that
button), don’t get too close to the screen looking for it, remember to get dressed (well at least the top half
shouldn’t be PJs) and watch what can be seen over your shoulder 😊 after all we were sharing our meeting
with our four legged friends, children and partners. With all this, CSP reps rose to the challenge and
embraced the opportunity and our cluster meetings from term 2 saw an increase in attendance which is
fantastic to see and we hope continues in 2021 as it gives everyone more opportunity to strengthen and
deepen the parent partnerships within the clusters and across the diocese.
Cluster meetings focus on supporting, welcoming, inclusive and engaged school communities through
providing a time for parents to come together across their cluster, and this year, across the diocese, to reflect
on where we are now, where we want to go and how we are going to get there. In a judgement free zone, we
can share ideas, vent, discuss past and present failures and successes, keep up to date with Catholic School
Broken Bay activities and plans and with empathy, compassion and catholic values at heart, we can provide a
parent perspective at a school, cluster and diocese level.
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Another opportunity presented itself in term 2 when HBL, home based learning, was the focus for all parents,
schools and CSBB. There was lively discussion and a great sharing of ideas to help us all get through the
changes that were so quickly presenting themselves. Each school, each parent's and each child’s
experience may have been different but having a sounding board assisted all of us to put one foot in front of
the other and keep going, some days even with a smile 😊. For me personally, this is where I truly started to
see the impact that the cluster meetings can have. We were able to talk about the good, the bad and the
ugly of our experiences and others actively listened, gave suggestions and supported you with a smile, a
nod, a virtual hug. We were growing closer as a community in times of need and a chain of communication
was opened widely with CSBB.
It was great to see that we were supported by school leaders and CSBB staff who attended our meetings,
listened, acted on issues raised and presented their plans to our clusters, sometimes 3 times in a short
timeframe late at night. Throughout term 3 and 4 our cluster meetings saw Danny Casey introduce Towards
2025 strategy on a page and the CSBB workstream leads gave updates on this strategy. So it was fitting that
Leisa introduced us to even more technology and we used padlet to start to gather comments on parent
partnerships and parent bodies Towards 2025. We are going in the same direction for the same purpose and
cluster meetings enable the focus to be on the parent’s perspective and experiences. Our parent voice has
been loud this year and welcomed. We have been able to comment on communication processes,
COMPASS and Towards 2025.
Thank you, Danny, and CSBB staff for this. Your presence to give us
updates of changes and strategic direction was very much welcomed by the parent body. It is encouraging to
see open communication, active listening and collaboration with parents in order to foster a positive
partnership to deliver quality catholic education that is supportive, what the parents want, encouraging and
innovative for all our children.
As mentioned earlier tonight, our secondary parent group meets regularly and is a great way to hone in on
the specifics of secondary schooling, the many requirements thrown at students and the change in parent
involvement and voice. As a Mum of a year 12 graduate of 2020, this dedicated meeting this year, gave me
comfort in a time of uncertainty and a renewed sense that once our children move on from primary school
that the parent voice is just as important and valued. Parent engagement can be and is active across our
secondary cluster.
Now we can take a breath knowing that we have got through a rough year. 2021 will see a combination of in
person and ZOOM cluster meetings and a focus for the year will be on wellbeing.
Thank you to Carmel, Leisa, Necola and my fellow management team reps for your dedication and hard work
in 2020. Thank you to all CSP reps and to all who have attended the cluster meetings this year. Your voice
has been heard, is valued and gives a way for us to work together creating supportive, welcoming, engaged
and inclusive communities at the school, cluster and diocese level.
Kirsty Liston
CSP Management Team
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CCSP Rep Necola Chisholm
The Council of Catholic School Parents have continued to work behind the scenes to support parents in their
child’s education. The Special/Diverse Learning Needs Working Party have been particularly busy developing a
brilliant resource to support parents with a child that has Special/Diverse Learning Needs. Supporting Diverse
Learning in Catholic Schools – NSW/ACT: A Guide by Parents for Parents.
This resource covers all stages from before starting school all the way through to year 12. A copy of the
document will be sent to every Diocese and the document will be available electronically to download. I have
shown this document to a friend who is a Learning Support Teacher and she feels this resource has really “hit the
nail on the head” and welcomes the advice and support to parents. Congratulations to Cheryl Murphy from
Newcastle/Maitland for heading this team and getting the job done. Your commitment to supporting families that
have special/diverse learning needs is appreciated.
The CCSP are looking at their 2021 – 2023 Strategic Plan. The CCSP vision is: Inspire and enable parents and
carers to build communities of faith and hope. The Mission is: Provide leadership, advocacy and support for
parents and carers of children in NSW Catholic schools.
The Strategic priorities are:
•
Articulate and promote an understanding of Catholic beliefs and practices.
•
Continue to represent an authentic parent voice to key stakeholders.
•
Drive initiatives to support inclusion of all families in their learning communities.
•
Upskill parents and schools to increase parent engagement in learning.
The CCSP has provided a submission to the Australian Government’s Review of Disability Standards for
Education and participated in the NESA Board’s Registration and Special Education Committees.
On the 2nd September 2020, the ABC ran a story about the Catholic funding model. Catholic Schools NSW
(CSNSW) were quick to identify no fewer than 16 incorrect claims made by the ABC. Available at
https://www.csnsw.catholic.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ABC-rebuttal-020920.pdf, the CSNSW rebuttal of
the ABC’s claims begins with an acknowledgement that Catholic schools “are supported by the contributions of
families and parents as well as government funding.” It goes on to identify each of the errors in the ABC report
and to counter them with the facts that seem to have been overlooked or ignored. The CCSP have provided
valuable comments and parent views regarding the recent funding story.
The Roger O’Sullivan Award for 2020 has been finalised and we are waiting for the winner to be announced at
the next CCSP AGM/Term 4 meeting. (Yet to be announced when this report was written)
The CCSP are redesigning the website. Look out for when this will be announced.
Please visit the website: http://www.ccsp.catholic.edu.au/
also sign up for the newsletter: https://ccsp.schoolzineplus.com/subscribe
Follow the CCSP Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/cathschoolparents/
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Following feedback from 2020 Cluster meetings, the focus of wellbeing came up as strong area of need and
the Management Team would like to commit to having a focus on this in 2021.
The CSP will be gathering feedback from CSP reps and parents on the wellbeing needs of their families. For
example, year 7 parents will be asked what sort of information they need, considering their child is going
through a period of change and adapting to a new environment, information will then be targeted at their
needs. To reflect the diverse range of wellbeing issues, the CSP will pull out some focus areas looking at
what the needs of our parents are. Resources might be in webinar format, Q&A’s or grants for schools to host
something around wellbeing in their parent community.
We are not certain about what our events will look like next year, that will depend on Covid and restrictions.
The CSP will continue to focus on modelling around parent bodies and advisory bodies with different
approaches for secondary and primary schools. We are hoping that we can have Leadership Evenings and
Parent Body 101’s/Inductions in 2021 in-person as these events are valuable education and partnering tools.
We will be looking at offering a combination of in-person and zoom cluster meetings as per CSP
representative feedback.

CSP REP FEEDBACK - PARENT BODIES
TOWARDS 2025
CSP Reps were asked to provide feedback around what Parent Bodies should look like towards 2025.
CSP Parent Body Towards 2025 Feedback Themes, Primary - What are the Opportunities?:
Forming stronger connection with Parish and community.
Strategic planning and implementation around parent engagement in schools.
Leverage online platforms for better parent engagement.
Building Parent Bodies and School Advisory Bodies from diverse communities (special needs, cultural,
social, economic and religion) to ensure inclusive communities.
Stronger governance around School Advisory Bodies.
More in depth guidelines for Parent Bodies.
Secondary Parent Body Feedback Themes - What are the Opportunities?:
Parents, staff and community members who are all on the same page, working together.
Parents from all walks of life involved in School Advisory Bodies, inclusion of executives (but not top
heavy), FLO, students - especially since they are young adults and can be a part of their future direction.
Stronger governance and guidelines around School Advisory Bodies so they are effective.
Building stronger relationships with teachers and the school.
Best Practice - learning from schools who do it really well and improving our own schools. Parent
engagement will increase influencer communities and word of mouth.
Being welcomed in by the school, included in school life and engaged in student's learning and wellbeing.
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There are many people who make the Broken Bay Catholic School Parents work successfully.
We would like to thank Danny Casey, Director of Schools Broken Bay, for his involvement with the
parent community as CSBB works Towards 2025. Parents value their perspective being listened to.
At the end of the year, we will farewell Dr Tony Bracken, Capabilities and Enablement Workstream
Lead, to take his new exciting role as Deputy Director Catholic Education in the Archdiocese of
Canberra Goulburn. Tony initiated and formed a strong connection between the CSBB Leadership
Team and the CSP Management Team and has always been actively engaged with the Broken Bay
Catholic School Parents, attending many of our events to hear parent perspective. Thank you Tony,
we appreciate your dedication to the families of our Diocese and we wish you all the best in your new
role. Thank you to other CSBB staff who attend our meetings to hear parent perspective, Anne
Duncan, Tony McLeod, Virginia Ryan, Una Morrison, Lynn Hames, Jo Spek and Dave Ella.
A special thanks to the CSP Executive Team, Joanne Frazer - Deputy Chair, Michal Brenchley –
Treasurer and the Management Team/Cluster Reps – Marie Stephens, Kirsty Liston and Melissa
Garland - thank you for your time and talent for our successful year. Our team has been busy with
regular cluster meetings, management meetings and special meetings with the Catholic Schools
Broken Bay Leadership Team and has been very committed and grateful to provide regular feedback
and advocacy during 2020.
A big thank you to our CSP Representatives who represent their school as the voice for their parent
community as well as share and gather ideas for the benefit of their community and that of the wider
Broken Bay community.
Many thanks to our dedicated support team, Carmel Hewitt who in her role as CSBB Education
Officer - Parent Engagement acts as our Executive Officer and Leisa Cannon who is our CSP Project
Officer, they have kept everything on track so we can support parents. Leisa your upskilling with
technology and using different apps to gather feedback at meetings has been great.
Finally, a sincere and huge thank you to all school Principals, P&Fs and parents for their support to
the Broken Bay CSP, I look forward to an exciting 2021 and hope we can go back to face-to-face
meetings and events to support parents.
Necola Chisholm
Chair
Broken Bay Catholic School Parents

